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Test case Action Expected Result Possible Failure 

Starting 

the 

program 

double click on the 

program 

The program should display the 

main window 

Nothing happens 

The system crashes 

The system freezes 

The program run then 

disappears 

Add new 

person 

button 

click on the add new 

person button 

The add new person window should 

pop up 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 

updated a 

person 

button 

click on the updated 

person button 

The update person window should 

pop up 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 

Add new 

case 

button 

click on the add new 

case button 

The add new case window should 

pop up 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 

update 

case 

button 

click on the update 

case button 

The update case window should 

pop up 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 

Add a 

holiday 

button 

click on the add a 

holiday button 

The add a holiday window should 

pop up 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 

update a 

holiday 

button 

click on the update 

holiday button 

The updated holiday window 

should pop up 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 

Add new 

person 

button 

click on the add new 

person button 

The add new person window should 

pop up 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 
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create 

schedule 

button 

click on the 

schedule button 

the program should create a 

schedule 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 

Add a 

court 

button 

click on the add a 

court button 

The add new court window should 

pop up 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 

update 

court 

button 

click on the updated 

court button 

The update court window should 

pop up 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 

Add a 

court 

room 

click on the add a 

court room button 

The add new court room window 

should pop up 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 

update a 

court 

room  

button 

click on the update 

a room button 

The update court room window 

should pop up 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 

print 

schedule 

button 

click on the 

schedule button 

The schedule printing window 

should pop up 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 

print 

report 

button 

click on the print 

report button 

The print report window should 

pop up 

Nothing happens 

Blank window pop up 

The wrong window pop 

up 

The system freezes 

Exit 

button 

click on the Exit 

button 
The program should exit 

Nothing happens 

The system freezes 

The system crashes 

Verify the 

fairness of 

the 

scheduling 

click on the fairness 

report button 

each attorney  fairness values 

should be similar 

the scheduling is not 

fair 
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text fields 
enter a text  in the 

field 
[a..z][A..Z][(whitespace)] 

Invalid characters such 

as [&,#,),/]  

Invalid characters such 

as 0..9 

numeric 

fields 

enter numbers in 

the field 
[0..9] 

Invalid characters such 

as [&,#,),/]  

Invalid characters such 

as 

[a..z][A..Z][(whitespace)] 

add a new 

person 

filling the fields 

with the correct 

data 

the data added to the database and 

a success message should appear 

database error message 

appears 

Nothing happens 

The system freezes 

The system crashes 

update a  

person 

editing the fields 

with the correct 

data 

the updated data added to the 

database and a success message 

should appear 

database error message 

appears 

Nothing happens 

The system freezes 

The system crashes 

add a new 

case 

filling the fields 

with the correct 

data 

the data added to the database and 

a success message should appear 

database error message 

appears 

Nothing happens 

The system freezes 

The system crashes 

update a  

case 

editing the fields 

with the correct 

data 

the updated data added to the 

database and a success message 

should appear 

database error message 

appears 

Nothing happens 

The system freezes 

The system crashes 

add a new 

court 

filling the fields 

with the correct 

data 

the data added to the database and 

a success message should appear 

database error message 

appears 

Nothing happens 

The system freezes 

The system crashes 
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update a  

court 

editing the fields 

with the correct 

data 

the updated data added to the 

database and a success message 

should appear 

database error message 

appears 

Nothing happens 

The system freezes 

The system crashes 

add a new 

room 

filling the fields 

with the correct 

data 

the data added to the database and 

a success message should appear 

database error message 

appears 

Nothing happens 

The system freezes 

The system crashes 

update a  

room 

editing the fields 

with the correct 

data 

the updated data added to the 

database and a success message 

should appear 

database error message 

appears 

Nothing happens 

The system freezes 

The system crashes 

add a new 

holiday 

filling the fields 

with the correct 

data 

the data added to the database and 

a success message should appear 

database error message 

appears 

Nothing happens 

The system freezes 

The system crashes 

update a  

holiday 

editing the fields 

with the correct 

data 

the updated data added to the 

database and a success message 

should appear 

database error message 

appears 

Nothing happens 

The system freezes 

The system crashes 


